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INTRODUCTION

“Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by an independent and impartial tribunal, in the determination of his rights and obligations and of any criminal charge against him.”

An independent judiciary is a human right in and of itself because of its critical role in enforcing every other human right by guaranteeing due process of law to the victims of human rights violations.\(^1\) The United Nations (UN) announced in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR)\(^2\) and emphasized in the Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary\(^3\) that access to an independent and impartial tribunal is a human right.\(^4\) Article 10 of the UDHR is generally thought of as merely expressing a method of receiving a fair determination of other rights and obligations and not being a right itself; however, the human entitlement of rights extends to the necessary means of obtaining them. An independent judiciary is a fundamental guarantee of due process that is critical to ensuring access to justice.

This article investigates the current mechanisms and power of the UN to ensure judicial independence in the UN Member States. First, it surveys the UN bodies which play a role in creating international regulations for judicial independence and monitoring Member States’ compliance with them. Second, it analyzes the responses of these bodies to challenges to judicial independence by conducting case studies of Venezuela and Poland, and how these actions compare to those of other international organizations and tribunals. The central questions it seeks to answer are which mechanisms of review and enforcement have so far been the most effective in reaching

\(^1\) Universal Declaration of Human Rights art. 10, Dec. 10, 1948, U.N.T.S.

\(^2\) Id. at 40 (citing Herrera Ulloa v. Costa Rica, Preliminary Objection, Merits, Reparations, and Costs, Judgment, Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. (ser. C) No. 107, 171 (July 2, 2004)).

\(^3\) Id.


the goal of judicial independence, where they fall short, and how they can improve.

The case studies show that the UN General Assembly (GA) and Human Rights Council (HRC) generally use the mechanisms available to them effectively and fully. UN action has been crucial to bringing continued attention to human rights violations occurring internationally—even if the UN’s enforcement mechanisms are weak because its resolutions generally lack legally binding authority. The greatest obstacle to achieving international goals of judicial independence, however, is not a lack of UN action, but rather a lack of Member State compliance and collaboration. Without the full cooperation of each of its Member States and engagement of individual citizens, the UN’s attempts to solve this issue will continue to fall short.

I. BACKGROUND

The judiciary is the backbone of law and order as “judges are charged with the ultimate decision over life, freedoms, rights, duties and property of citizens.” In order for judges to effectively carry out their crucial decision-making role, they must be independent from other branches of government. This entails the ability to remain impartial and insulated from influences outside of the merits of the case. Ensuring such independence enforces the superiority and respect for the law and makes it binding to everyone without distinction; this is made even more important because of the general requirement for a victim to exhaust local judicial remedies before turning to international tribunals for adjudication of their rights.

It is one matter for the UN to announce an independent judiciary as a human right. It is another matter entirely to enforce this right in each and every one of its Member States. Over the last five decades, the UN has enacted several instruments to emphasize the importance of judicial independence and attempt to ensure State adherence with their treaty obligations. The primary methods of monitoring and enforcement include

---

7 Basic Principles of the Independence of the Judiciary, supra note 5, at Preamble.
8 Garcia-Bolivar, supra note 6, at 30.
9 This is in the interests of judicial finality and respect for independent governments. However, there are exceptions to this requirement if it is not possible to exhaust local remedies or if there is a demonstrable lack of judicial independence in the courts of that State. Garcia-Bolivar, supra note 6, at 39–40.
Universal Periodic Review (UPR), similar programs of peer review, special Human Rights Council (HRC) mandated investigations, and the creation of new offices, such as the Special Rapporteur on the Independence of Lawyers and Judges. These programs are a step in the right direction; however, “in the past two decades, evidence of corruption in the administration of justice has steadily and increasingly surfaced in many parts of the world.” This reality highlights the need to review the effectiveness of the UN’s monitoring and enforcement methods with regard to the independence and integrity of the judiciary. This paper seeks to undertake such a review.

These monitoring and enforcement methods are the first line of defense against threats posed to the independence of judiciaries worldwide. However, they can sometimes lack teeth. The UN depends on Member States to listen to each other’s suggestions through peer review and respond by implementing independent changes. Unfortunately, there are few incentives for Member States to make these changes—the provisions designed to protect the independence of judiciaries create no monetary sanctions nor disincentives other than influencing the reputations of non-compliant countries.

The lack of incentives is exacerbated by the fact that issues with the independence of judiciaries are often more overlooked than other human rights violations as the structure and importance of the judiciary is not as well-understood by laymen and less publicized by news media. A 2018 research study showed that most laypeople are not concerned or even aware of attacks against the courts, but “when provided with examples of real assaults against State judicial independence, they became extremely concerned and somewhat embarrassed that they were unaware of the

---


attacks.” This study further found that “some of the greatest barriers to community engagement and action to protect judicial independence are a lack of understanding about the judiciary’s role and the impact of the attacks on the average person.” The ramifications are that countries who fail to meet international standards for independent judiciaries will merely receive comments in the peer review and UPR processes, which result neither in international legal consequences nor in pressure from public opinion. The first step in determining the UN’s actions in response to noncompliant countries is determining what these international standards are.

II. KEY METRICS FOR DETERMINING DEGREE OF JUDICIAL INDEPENDENCE

There are five key aspects to look at when monitoring the status of the independence of the judiciary: appointment, conditions of service, decision-making, discipline, and removal. A series of UN resolutions from 1985, named the Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary, lay out the ideals for these aspects of an independent judiciary. These principles remain broad but can serve as guideposts for measuring a country’s judicial independence. This article will later use these guideposts to analyze the independence of the judiciaries in Venezuela and Poland.

A. Appointment

Where a judiciary is sufficiently independent, the only factors taken into consideration in judicial appointments are the judge’s merits, academic credentials, seniority, and other conditions established by the laws of the State. The United Nations has established that:

Persons selected for judicial office shall be individuals of integrity and ability with appropriate training or qualifications in law. Any method of judicial selection shall safeguard against judicial appointments for improper motives. In the selection of judges, there shall be no discrimination against a person on the grounds of race, colour, sex, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or status, except that a requirement, that a candidate for judicial office must be a national of the country concerned, shall not be considered discriminatory.

---

16 Id.
18 Garcia-Bolivar, *supra* note 6, at 42.
Selecting judges for reasons other than objective merit or qualification requirements, such as political affiliation, economic interests, or other personal interests, could allow politicians to appoint judges not for their qualifications, but to promote a certain political agenda without regard to the law, or to act as a puppet for the political party who appointed the judge. Such an abuse of appointment power is a classic example of corruption.

B. Conditions of Service

There should be clear conditions and assurances for judges during their tenure on the bench to prevent them from being subject to improper and undue influences. The Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary specify that “the term of office of judges, their independence, security, adequate remuneration, conditions of service, pensions and the age of retirement shall be adequately secured by law,” 20 and that “judges, whether appointed or elected, shall have guaranteed tenure until a mandatory retirement age or the expiry of their term of office, where such exists.” 21 These conditions prevent abuse of the judicial system through inappropriate and unjustified early removal of judges for political reasons.

C. Decision-Making

The next step in the judicial process is the decision-making process itself. The Basic Principles establish that “the judiciary shall decide matters before them impartially, on the basis of facts and in accordance with the law, without any restrictions, improper influences, inducements, pressures, threats or interferences, direct or indirect, from any quarter or for any reason.” 22 The impartiality of a decision is subject to more varied interpretations than the other measures of independence, as whether decisions are issued “on the basis of facts and in accordance with the law” can be interpreted differently by different people. 23

An additional concern is that if undue or improper influences or threats do exist, they most likely occur behind the scenes, invisible to people outside the judicial process. However, it remains important to analyze the decision-making process of certain countries’ judiciaries when other indications suggest that their independence might be threatened. This continuing analysis is critical to ensuring that “judicial proceedings are conducted fairly and that the rights of the parties are respected.” 24 When a judge is unable to

---

20 Id. ¶ 11.
21 Id. ¶ 12.
22 Id. ¶ 2.
23 Id.
24 Id. ¶ 6.
make an impartial decision in accordance with the law, independence of the judicial office is lost, and the judiciary becomes “an outlet of merchandise to be sold.”25 The Basic Principles recognize this as they impose a duty for each Member State “to provide adequate resources to enable the judiciary to properly perform its functions.”

It is also critical for other branches of government to give the judiciary its due respect. In a judicial system retaining its independence, judicial decisions should only be reversed through the appellate process.27 The Basic Principles dictate that:

[T]here shall not be any inappropriate or unwarranted interference with the judicial process, nor shall judicial decisions by the courts be subject to revision. This principle is without prejudice to judicial review or to mitigation or commutation by competent authorities of sentences imposed by the judiciary, in accordance with the law.28

The executive and legislative branches should not unduly interfere with the integrity of the decision-making process and the resulting decisions.

Due respect for the judiciary also includes immunity for judges for actions taken in their official legal capacity.29 Likewise, courts should be assigned cases by objective criteria rather than at the discretion of a group or an individual or at the request of judges for impermissible reasons, such as personal, financial, or political motivations.30, 31

All of these principles are crucial to maintaining respect for the rule of law by both governmental entities and the people of that country. If any of these are violated, judicial decisions may be overturned based on political motivations or individuals may use personal liability to threaten judges into deciding a case in a certain direction.

25 Garcia-Bolivar, supra note 6, at 43.
27 Garcia-Bolivar, supra note 6, at 43.
28 Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary, supra note 5, ¶ 4. This section exempts executive actions such as Presidential Pardons, as that would fall under the category of “mitigation or commutation by competent authorities of sentences imposed by the judiciary.” Of course, the use of any such executive pardon powers must still remain “in accordance with the law.”
29 Id. ¶ 16 (“Without prejudice to any disciplinary procedure or to any right of appeal or to compensation from the State, in accordance with national law, judges should enjoy personal immunity from civil suits for monetary damages for improper acts or omissions in the exercise of their judicial functions.”).
30 Garcia-Bolivar, supra note 6, at 44.
31 Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary, supra note 5, ¶ 14 (“The assignment of cases to judges within the court to which they belong is an internal matter of judicial administration”).
D. Discipline

The procedures for discipline and removal of judges can also reveal the degree of the independence of the judiciary. There should be a process for submitting complaints about a judge, and the public should be aware of both this process and which body oversees the resulting discipline.\(^\text{32}\) This body should be independent from the judicial system and establish clear rules defining both ethical issues and conflicts of interest. The Basic Principles establish that “[a]ll disciplinary, suspension or removal proceedings shall be determined in accordance with established standards of judicial conduct”\(^\text{33}\) and that “[d]ecisions in disciplinary, suspension or removal proceedings should be subject to an independent review.”\(^\text{34}\) This ensures the independence of the judiciary from political machinations that could lead to ignoring complaints against judges favorable to the political party in power, or alternatively, creating complaints against judges unfavorable to the political party in power.

E. Removal

Having established and detailed procedures and criteria for removal ensures that political parties cannot take advantage of the system which would result in the concerns discussed above. The Basic Principles state that “[j]udges shall be subject to suspension or removal only for reasons of incapacity or behavior that renders them unfit to discharge their duties.”\(^\text{35}\) While vague, this provision underlines the high bar that judiciaries must meet for the types of misconduct that should lead to removal. Without this high bar, judges could be removed for inane reasons.

Each of the five key aspects discussed above, working in tandem, are necessary to ensure an independent judiciary. The UN ambitiously set these out as its guidelines for every Member States’ judicial system to retain independence, but these guidelines are not self-executing—the UN must monitor and enforce these guidelines using separate bodies and mechanisms.

III. United Nations Enforcement of Judicial Independence Through Its Bodies and Relevant Treaties

Two bodies are central to ensuring judicial independence in the UN: the General Assembly (GA) and the Human Rights Council (HRC). The GA is the UN’s main body, consisting of representatives from every Member State,

\(^{32}\) Garcia-Bolivar, supra note 6, at 44.

\(^{33}\) Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary, supra note 5, ¶ 19.

\(^{34}\) Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary, supra note 5, ¶ 20.

\(^{35}\) Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary, supra note 5, ¶ 18.
while the HRC is a committee created by the General Assembly in 2006.\textsuperscript{36} Both of these bodies’ main mechanism for action is passing resolutions upon which the entire body votes. However, the HRC has some additional specialized mechanisms and power for monitoring violations of human rights.

\textit{A. General Assembly}

The General Assembly of the United Nations is the “chief deliberative, policymaking, and representative organ of the United Nations.”\textsuperscript{37} It consists of all 193 members of the UN, and meets in two sessions throughout the year.\textsuperscript{38} The Assembly has the power to make recommendations to States on international issues within its competence, consider and approve the budget, and elect non-permanent members of the Security Council.\textsuperscript{39} The Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary, adopted in 1985 and discussed above, are some of the most important UN resolutions on the topic of judicial independence. A second key resolution on this issue is the United Nations Convention against Corruption (“the Convention”), which was adopted in 2003.\textsuperscript{40}

\textit{1. The Convention’s Structure}

The Convention prides itself as “the only legally binding universal anti-corruption instrument” and a “unique tool for developing a comprehensive response to a global problem.”\textsuperscript{41} But the reality of the Convention’s effectiveness is quite a different story.

As of November 2021, 189 countries are party to the Convention, whose goals are to “promote and strengthen measures to prevent and combat corruption more efficiently and effectively.”\textsuperscript{42} The Convention’s primary mechanism of enforcement is a peer review system which functions by “review[ing] periodically the implementation of this Convention by its State Parties; [and] [m]aking recommendations to improve.”\textsuperscript{43} It relies on voluntary participation and contains no sanctions or penalties for non-

\textsuperscript{36} G.A. Res. 60/251 (Mar. 15, 2006).
\textsuperscript{38} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{39} U.N. Charter art. 11, ¶ 1, 17, ¶ 1, 18, ¶ 2.
\textsuperscript{40} UNCA\textsuperscript{C}, supra note 11.
\textsuperscript{42} UNCA\textsuperscript{C}, supra note 11, at art. 1.
\textsuperscript{43} UNCA\textsuperscript{C}, supra note 11, at art. 63.
compliance.44 This review mechanism is similar to the idea of Universal Periodic Review (UPR), established in 2007, which also relies on Member States to review peer States’ implementation of human rights law and make recommendations for improvement.45 However, even in this endeavor, the Convention falls short—the country reports created in this peer review process “are never published and remain confidential,” subverting one of the Convention’s primary goals of transparency.46

At least facially, the articles of the Convention seem to put forth mandates: “each State Party shall.”47 Upon closer examination, these provisions are not as mandatory as they seem. First, many of these “mandatory” formulations are followed by caveats, such as “shall consider adopting legislation” or “shall . . . in accordance with the fundamental principles of its legal system.”48,49 Second, most of the Convention’s provisions are not self-executing, so the UN depends on each Member State to implement the ideas expressed within the Convention.50 Consequently, the Convention begins to resemble “lex simulata, which refers to a ‘vehicle for sustaining or reinforcing basic civic tenets, but not for influencing pertinent behavior.’”51 The Convention has been successful in recruiting almost every State to affirm the theoretical importance of anti-corruption measures but less successful in incentivizing substantive changes to the systems of these States. The lack of incentives naturally and inherently gives rise to enforcement issues.52

45 International Bar Association’s Human Rights Institute, supra note 10, at 12.
46 Ophelie Brunelle-Quraishi, Assessing the Relevancy and Efficacy of the United Nations Convention against Corruption: A Comparative Analysis, 2 NOTRE DAME J. INT. & COMP. L. 101, 138 (2011). Brunelle-Quraishi mentions in this article that “it could . . . be argued that confidentiality is necessary in order to achieve the active participation of Member States.” Id. at 139. The Convention “encourage[s]” every State party under review “to exercise its sovereign right to publish its country review report or part thereof.” REP. OF THE CONFERENCE OF THE STATES PARTIES TO THE U.N. CONVENTION AGAINST CORRUPTION, 3d Sess., CAC/COSP/2009/15 (Dec. 1, 2009) [hereinafter UNCAC CONFERENCE REPORT, 3d Sess.], at ¶ 38. But there are so many other references to maintaining confidentiality that any encouragement to publish their reports is almost meaningless. Id. at ¶ 3(g), ¶ 31, ¶ 37, ¶ 39.
47 UNCAC, supra note 12.
48 UNCAC, supra note 12.
49 Ophelie Brunelle-Quraishi, supra note 46, at 108.
50 Ophelie Brunelle-Quraishi, supra note 46., at 134.
51 Ophelie Brunelle-Quraishi, supra note 46. at 135.
52 Ophelie Brunelle-Quraishi, supra note 46., at 126.
This theme is seen in the provision of the Convention which specifically addresses the independence of the judiciary, Article 11:

(1) Bearing in mind the independence of the judiciary and its crucial role in combating corruption, each State Party shall, in accordance with the fundamental principles of its legal system and without prejudice to judicial independence, take measures to strengthen integrity and to prevent opportunities for corruption among members of the judiciary. Such measures may include rules with respect to the conduct of members of the judiciary.

(2) Measures to the same effect as those taken pursuant to paragraph 1 of this article may be introduced and applied within the prosecution service in those States Parties where it does not form part of the judiciary but enjoys independence similar to that of the judicial service.53

Article 11, paragraph one establishes a mandatory obligation, while compliance with paragraph two is optional.54 The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime recognizes that “a code of judicial conduct will do little to improve judicial performance and enhance public confidence if it is not enforceable.”55 However, its suggestion for overcoming this barrier is no more concrete: “Therefore, the State party should consider encouraging the judiciary to establish a mechanism to receive, inquire into, resolve and determine complaints of unethical conduct of members of the judiciary, where no provision exists for the reference of such complaints to a court.”56 While this offers solutions where a country is eager and willing to improve, it provides no more enforcement power to the Convention than Article 11 itself.

Weak though enforcement capabilities may be, there is a method of monitoring inherent to the Convention which took six years to negotiate: a peer review system overseen by the Conference of the States Parties to the Convention (COSP) and its subsidiary body, the Implementation Review Group (IRG). The first cycle of this review process started in 2010.57

2. The Convention’s Weak Overview and Enforcement

Scholars differ in their evaluations of the peer review system, with some concluding that “the review process lacks effectiveness.”58 Nevertheless,
others note that “[c]ompliance does appear to be increasing through a range of indirect means such as persuasion, incentives and disincentives.” The former argue that COSP review cannot maintain momentum and effectiveness because there is no formal follow-up process; the latter believe that “publicly available reviews carry reputational sanctions” and Member States therefore are motivated towards compliance by the fear of compromising their reputation as reliable partners. Each argument is half-right; while there are ramifications for non-compliance, those ramifications are intangible. Non-compliant countries merely suffer blows to their reputations rather than experience direct, tangible, and immediate consequences. Additionally, it has been proven that “a state’s sensitivity to normative pressure depends on its relationship to the source of that pressure.” Therefore, a peer review system is only worth as much as a country values its reputation on the world stage and how much it respects the country giving them feedback. If every country valued its reputation so highly as to comply with every human rights treaty, enforcement of international treaties and regulations would not pose an issue. Unfortunately, this is not the case in today’s world.

The issues inherent to peer review are especially consequential to the Convention, as “the concept of ‘natural resisters’ is quite pertinent in the case of legal anti-corruption measures in that many individuals already profit from the way things currently stand.” Corrupt individuals, parties, and governments are less likely to see the worth in changing the status quo when they benefit from and abuse the status quo. In this equation, the incentive to avoid reputational consequences holds little to no water. This inherently poses a threat to the effective implementation of any anti-corruption measures and “will probably prove to be a significant problem in many countries.” Some scholars conclude that reputational consequences are more effective when a single country is an outlier among its peers. But that efficacy is still undermined or tempered by the fact that “the presence of one mechanism-up-and-running-but-urgently-needling-improvement [hereinafter “UNCAC Review Mechanism”].

59 Edmund Bao & Kath Hall, supra note 44, at 20.
60 See Deirk Hanschel, The Enforcement Authority of International Institutions, in THE EXERCISE OF PUBLIC AUTHORITY BY INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 843, 844 (Springer, 2010).
61 UNCAC, supra note 11.
62 Edmund Bao & Kath Hall, supra note 44, at 21.
63 See Ophelie Brunelle-Quraishi, supra note 46, at 143.
65 Ophelie Brunelle-Quraishi, supra note 46, at 134.
66 Ophelie Brunelle-Quraishi, supra note 46, at 134.
disobedient State is enough to create an incentive for other members to disobey the rules.”

All these efforts are further undermined by the lack of transparency or publicity of the Convention review process. A country review report is created by the reporting states at the conclusion of the review process. The report identifies the country’s challenges, successes, and good practices, and contains observations for future implementation. However, crucially, “these reports are never published and remain confidential.” Only the reviewed State, its two reviewing States, and the secretariat of the COSP view the complete country reports. The secretariat then compiles “the most common and relevant information on successes, good practices, challenges, observations and technical assistance needs contained in the country review reports” and includes them in a thematic implementation report that is then submitted to the IRG. “Executive summaries” of all finalized country review reports are made available to the public “for information purposes only.” States parties can request to review other country reports, but if the reviewed country does not make their finalized report accessible, “the requesting State party shall fully respect the confidentiality of such reports.”

This lack of publicity and confidentiality waters down the goals of the Convention and is a consequence of the struggle to negotiate the monitoring system “in order to please the largest number of Member States.” In a system which already has difficulties with enforcement, it is possible that foregoing a promise of confidentiality of these reports would have prevented any engagement from some State parties to the Convention, especially “many developing countries [which] are worried that close monitoring will expose deficiencies that their governments will be inadequate to remedy.” This type of compromise is endemic to international law. As a result, the Convention is both more hypocritical internally and less effective externally—the confidentiality of the reports prevents the reputational consequences of non-compliance from reaching their full potential for incentivizing States to implement anti-corruption measures.

67 Ophelie Brunelle-Quraishi, supra note 46, at 134.
68 Ophelie Brunelle-Quraishi, supra note 46, at 138.
69 UNCAC CONFERENCE REPORT, 3d Sess., supra note 46, ¶ 18, 19, 26.
70 UNCAC CONFERENCE REPORT, 3d Sess., supra note 46, ¶ 35.
71 UNCAC CONFERENCE REPORT, 3d Sess., supra note 46, ¶ 36.
72 UNCAC CONFERENCE REPORT, 3d Sess., supra note 46, ¶ 39.
73 Ophelie Brunelle-Quraishi, supra note 46, at 140.
74 Ophelie Brunelle-Quraishi, supra note 46, at 140.
The consequences of these shortcomings appear in the 2021 report from COSP which addressed Article 11 and judicial independence. It found that the most prevalent challenge to implementation of this Article of the Convention was the “lack of measures or insufficient measures to strengthen judicial integrity and integrity in the prosecution service, and lack of mechanisms to ensure compliance with relevant measures.” This “most prevalent” challenge simply restates the general challenge to ensuring judicial independence rather than identifies a more specific issue. This lack of specificity shows just how far Article 11 of the Convention has fallen short in achieving its goal and the lack of a way forward to achieve implementation through this mechanism.

Another concern with Article 11 is the number of recommendations received from the review process. The eleven Articles in Chapter II of the Convention cover a plethora of different issues: preventative anti-corruption policies, practices, and bodies (art. 5, 6), recruitment and retention of public sector employees (art. 7), codes of conduct for public officials (art. 8), public procurement and management of public finances (art. 9), encouraging public reporting to increase access to information about public administration (art. 10).

promising corruption in the private sector (art. 12), promoting citizen participation (art. 13), and preventing money laundering (art. 14). Out of all of these, Article 11 received the fewest number of recommendations and had the lowest number of States with recommendations.\footnote{Id. at 3.}

As shown, Article 11 received only 37 recommendations total across 27 countries, compared to the 165 recommendations across 55 countries received in regard to Article 7, which relates to public officials.\footnote{Id.} The reason for this disparity is unclear, and there is no lack of possibilities. One potential reason is that judicial independence is more complicated of an inquiry and so it is overlooked in favor of other, less complicated issues. Perhaps it is because “states are more lenient towards their strategic partners in the peer-review process.”\footnote{Terman and Voeten, supra note 64, at 1.} Alternatively, perhaps States understand that they could not offer concrete ways to improve other States’ judicial independence or that even if they did offer recommendations, they would be nonetheless ignored by the receiving State. Whatever the reason, this disparity demonstrates that even among the methods geared toward reviewing these aspects of Member States’ governmental and political systems, judicial independence does not receive the attention it deserves.

### B. Human Rights Council

The HRC is “responsible for promoting universal respect for the protection of all human rights and fundamental freedoms for all.”\footnote{G.A. Res. 60/251, supra note 36, ¶ 2; Welcome to the Human Rights Council, UNITED NATIONS HUMAN RIGHTS COUNCIL (last visited Mar. 15, 2022), https://www.ohchr.org/en/hr-bodies/hrc/about-council.} It comprises forty-seven UN Member States elected by the GA, who hold staggered three-year terms on a regional group basis. The HRC’s actions are reviewed by the GA every five years.\footnote{G.A. Res. 60/251, supra note 36, ¶¶ 7, 16.} The HRC only has the power to “make recommendations to the General Assembly,” and therefore does not have a significant amount of leeway in being decisive on a topic. For example, it cannot take actions such as imposing sanctions or otherwise disincentivizing or punishing non-compliance with international human rights law. However, it does have three specialized powers that are key to its involvement in monitoring global human rights violations.

The first specialized power is oversight of Universal Periodic Review (UPR).\footnote{G.A. Res. 60/251, supra note 36, ¶¶ 7, 16.} This is similar to the Convention’s method of peer review as a
mechanism to monitor and police Member State compliance with international agreements—a mechanism whose effectiveness is hotly debated in the international.82

The HRC’s second specialized power is the ability to establish independent international fact-finding missions to investigate human rights violations in UN Member States. These missions collect detailed information from inside specific Member States to better inform future UN action. One of these missions was sent to investigate human rights violations in Venezuela and is discussed in greater detail in Section V.

The third power comes from UN Special Procedures. This arm of the UN is made up of special rapporteurs, special representatives, independent experts, and working groups that monitor, examine, advise, and publicly report on thematic issues or human rights situations in specific countries.83 These groups are tasked with “analyzing human rights situations, making relevant recommendations, and striving for justice for the victims.”84 The HRC first appointed a Special Rapporteur on the Independence of Lawyers and Judges in 199485 and has extended the mandate regularly since that time.86 This Special Rapporteur conducts research, investigations, and country visits in order to monitor the judicial independence of Member States and make concrete recommendations to States and other actors.87 The current mandate holder at the time of publication is Margaret Satterthwaite, who was appointed in October 2022 and succeeded Diego Garcia-Sayan.88 The Special Rapporteur has had a significant role in Poland in recent years, as discussed more in Section V.

Through these mechanisms, the HRC has more discretion, power, and leeway than the GA, whose effectiveness can be dampened due to its more general functions and wider array of responsibilities. The case studies in the

83 HRC Res. 16/21, ¶ 22 (April 12, 2011).
84 Id. ¶ 17.
88 Id.
next section highlight how the HRC is critical to international fact-finding on human rights violations.

IV. PRACTICAL APPLICATION: JUDICIAL INDEPENDENCE IN VENEZUELA AND POLAND

To give further consideration to the goals and mechanisms of the relevant UN bodies, this article undertakes case studies of UN action in two countries that have struggled to maintain the independence of their judiciaries: Venezuela and Poland.

In case studies of judicial independence, as with other matters of corruption, a common issue is that the text of the law accommodates for the proper procedures, but the implementation does not mirror the law. When analyzing the independence of a judicial system, therefore, the focus should be “more on the practice and less on the theory as expressed in the laws,” as the practical application of the law can have a very different impact than what the text suggests. The less faithful the law’s application is to its text, the more corrupt the system is likely to be. For each of the case studies, this article will address (1) the Constitution and laws as they are written, (2) implementation and its consequences, and (3) actions by the UN in response to issues with implementation.

A. South American Case Study: Venezuela’s Judiciary

Venezuela’s government is one of the most corrupt in the world. According to the Corruption Perception Index (CPI) calculated by Transparency International, Venezuela is ranked 177th out of 180 countries, with a score of fourteen out of 100 (with a score of zero being highly corrupt). It retained this rank and score in 2022. The Venezuelan government thus had and continues to have significant issues with

---

89 Garcia-Bolivar, supra note 6, at 42.
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corruption, which impacts both the political system as a whole and the daily lives of individual citizens, as will be discussed in greater detail next.  

I. Venezuelan Constitution

In 1999, Venezuela established a National Constituent Assembly (the Assembly). The Assembly was tasked with drafting a new Constitution, thereby developing a new legal order, to guide the country through novel systems of social, economic, and political welfare. The Assembly immediately passed a decree declaring the judiciary to be “in a state of emergency and reorganization.” It subsequently created an Emergency Judicial Commission to evaluate the performance of judges and dismiss those who “had unjustified judicial delays in the processing of the cases assigned to them, those who had seriously breached their duties, or those showing signs of wealth whose provenance could not be ascertained, and to replace them with alternates or provisional judges.” These preliminary steps allowed the Assembly to take discretionary actions against judges without justification. The Assembly’s disregard for judicial independence, therefore, was evident from the very beginning and foreshadowed the plethora of challenges that the Venezuelan judiciary has had to face over the last two decades.

The Assembly ultimately drafted and adopted a new Constitution in 1999. Article 254 of this Constitution states that “[t]he Judicial Power is autonomous, and the operating, financial and administrative autonomy of the Supreme Tribunal of Justice is hereby established.” Article 255 additionally provides that:

Appointment to a judicial position and the promotion of judges shall be carried out by means of public competitions to ensure the capability and excellence of the participants, with selection by the juries of the judicial circuits, in such manner and on such terms as may be established by law... Citizen participation in the process of selecting and designating judges shall be guaranteed by law. Judges shall be removed or suspended from office only through the procedures expressly provided for by law. Measures shall be taken
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by law to promote the professionalism of judges, and the universities shall cooperate to this end, organizing their corresponding law schools curricula to specialized studies in judicial practice.\textsuperscript{99}

These provisions—at least facially—provide for the autonomy of the judiciary and the appointment and removal processes. In theory, they meet the requirements of an independent judiciary as measured by the Basic Principles including the necessary protocols. But the implementation of these protocols shows a different story.


Even after the new Constitution was adopted in December 1999, the Assembly continued to circumvent or altogether ignore the new constitutional framework by continuing to discipline and remove judges until the adoption of the Judicial Code of Ethics in 2009.\textsuperscript{100} Specifically, the Assembly enacted a Special Law in 2000 which established a commission to pre-select judicial candidates without conforming to the provisions of the recently adopted 1999 Constitution.\textsuperscript{101}

The attempted \textit{coup d’etat} against then-President Hugo Chavez starkly revealed the consequences of the increased political control over the Supreme Tribunal of Justice. This Supreme Tribunal initially ruled that “it did not have jurisdiction to initiate an investigation against those allegedly responsible, referring to the event as a ‘power vacuum’ and not as a \textit{coup d’etat}.”\textsuperscript{102} In response to the Tribunal’s inaction, Hugo Chavez convinced the Assembly to increase the number of justices on the Tribunal from twenty to thirty-two in May 2004 which, in effect, increased his power over the Tribunal by appointing justices of his choosing.\textsuperscript{103} In December 2004, the Assembly appointed the new justices.\textsuperscript{104}

Five years later, the expanded Superior Tribunal itself created an auxiliary body called the Judicial Commission, which was responsible for the suspension and appointment of judges to fill vacant posts. The creation of this commission clearly presented the absence of separation between the judiciary and its disciplinary committee, as the Tribunal now controlled who was appointed and removed from itself which violates the requirements of the Basic Principles.\textsuperscript{105}
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Out of the many instances of corruption this series of interferences caused, one key moment stands out as an example of Venezuela’s complete lack of judicial independence: the criminal prosecution of Judge Maria Lourdes Afiuni. Afiuni ordered that an individual who had been arrested without an arrest warrant receive pre-trial release under bail. Subsequently, President Chavez called on the Chief Prosecutor to give Afiuni the “maximum penalty.” The Justices of the Tribunal complied and convicted Afiuni in 2019 of “spiritual corruption”—a conviction that was apparently “a first in Venezuelan history” because the offense “has not been recognised in the country’s criminal legislation”—and sentenced her to five years in prison. Her prosecution created “an atmosphere of fear amongst judges, marking a shift in their independence, commonly referred to as the ‘Afiuni effect.’” In 2017, Judge Tovar of the Tribunal was “threatened with becoming ‘the next Judge Afiuni’” when signing an arrest warrant in the presence of several officials of the state intelligence services and the Bolivarian National Guard, who were present to ensure her compliance with their demands for the arrest warrant.

This is in marked contrast with the Venezuelan Constitutional provisions. Judge Afiuni’s prosecution serves as a prime example of how different the legal system can be on paper and in practice, and why, in analyzing judicial independence, it is important to look beyond a state’s constitution. Venezuela’s Constitution, in Articles 254 and 255, clearly provides safeguards against judicial abuse. One way it does this is in providing for specific circumstances that allow a judge’s removal and allow citizen participation in the selection of judges. However, all of these Constitutional tenets have been violated in practice.

When comparing the metrics of judicial independence discussed in Section III to the realities of judicial independence in Venezuela, there is
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obvious and overt serious corruption. The appointment of judges is not on their merits, but rather on their political beliefs. Decision-making is corrupted by both threats of prosecution and the personal liability placed on judges for actions taken in their professional capacity. The disciplinary body is not separate from the Tribunal itself, and judges are removed for unconstitutional reasons merely at the discretion of politicians. Such a system cannot—and indeed has not—afforded its citizens due process, as shown clearly by the enforcement against Judge Afiuni and the later threats against Judge Tovar.

It is not only judges that suffer as a result. This abuse of the judicial system has permitted and perpetrated many other serious human rights violations; without proper safety measures and independence, the judiciary cannot give victims justice nor keep the other branches of government accountable. The resulting pattern of “brutal policing practices, poor prison conditions, impunity for human rights violations, lack of judicial independence, and harassment of human rights defenders and independent media,” some of which have amounted to crimes against humanity, has been labeled by several UN officials as “a human rights crisis.”

3. UN Response

Upon learning of the situation in Venezuela, the HRC mandated an investigative mission, and the HRC along with other bodies created plans to deliver humanitarian relief to Venezuelan citizens and refugees. Meanwhile the Security Council was deadlocked and failed to pass either of two resolutions, one authored by the United States and the other by Russia.


116 UN political chief calls for dialogue to ease tensions in Venezuela; Security Council divided over path to end crisis, UN NEWS (Jan. 26, 2019), https://news.un.org/en/story/2019/01/1031382. The U.S. called on the UN to recognize the leader of the opposition legislature, Juan Guaidó, as Venezuela’s interim president. Russia called this “the shameless action of the United States and its allies — aimed at ousting a legitimate Government in breach of international law and attempting to engineer a coup d’etat in Venezuela.” With Venezuela Buckling under Severe Shortages, Security Council Emergency Session Calls for Political Solution to End Crisis, as Divisions Emerge over Path Forward, UN NEWS (Jan. 26,
Individual countries, as well as the European Union, have taken more direct actions. In particular, the United States has imposed sanctions on Venezuela repeatedly over the last fifteen years, and the European Union adopted sanctions against Venezuela in 2017.

The HRC established the investigative mission (the “Mission”) in Venezuela in 2019 to focus on human rights violations occurring in that State. The Mission was intended to “investigate extrajudicial executions, enforced disappearances, arbitrary detentions and torture, and other cruel, inhumane or degrading treatment since 2014 with a view to ensuring full accountability for perpetrators and justice for victims.” The other language used in the respective resolution includes operative clauses. For example, the resolution “urges the Venezuelan authorities to engage with the United Nations human rights system” and “calls upon the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela to cooperate fully with all relevant regional mechanisms for the promotion and protection of human rights and to grant free, full and unfettered access to the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights.” This language is foreseeably weak, as the HRC does not have power to do much more than “urge” and “condemn.” Nevertheless, the authorization of the Mission in Venezuela is important even if it reflects the outer edge of the HRC’s power, as it brought some of the rights abuses to light for the rest of the world.

In response to the Mission, the Maduro regime has “tried to create an artificial conflict between [the Mission’s] work and that of the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights.” The regime “scorned the
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report,” refused to engage, and dismissed all critical findings. The Maduro government ignored six letters sent to them from the Mission and some “have claimed that [the Mission] led a phantom mission that worked from abroad and did not seek official data.” When they are not ignoring or scorning the Mission, the Venezuelan government claims that “any allegations of abuses have been or are being investigated,” but offer no further clarification or compliance with the Mission or international human rights treaties. Without permission from the Venezuelan government, however, UN officials may not enter the country, as dictated by Article 2 of the UN Charter.

Despite these challenges, the Mission published their most recent report in 2021. The report specifically focused on “the justice system’s role in investigating and prosecuting real and perceived opponents of the Government, and in perpetuating impunity for human rights violations and crimes committed against them.” In preparing this report, the Mission conducted “a detailed analysis of 183 detentions of perceived or real opponents,” “an extensive document review,” and 177 interviews, including “57 with victims . . . 60 with legal representatives . . . and 36 with former judges and prosecutors working in institutions of the justice system . . .” The Mission’s most important findings include that “the deterioration of prosecutorial and judicial independence has . . . accelerated in recent years.” The National Assembly has “passed laws circumventing [the] constitutionally mandated process,” which has allowed “political interference in the selection of Supreme Tribunal justices” and “resulted in a permanent shift in its ideological alignment and had a cascading effect over all institutions within the judiciary.” As a result, the Chief Justice has pressured justices of the Supreme Tribunal to take early retirement, in violation of the constitutional requirements regarding the removal of...
Supreme Tribunal justices. Similarly, judges in other courts “reported being dismissed via a brief letter, without any process or evaluation.”

Furthermore, “judicial and prosecutorial actors at all levels . . . had received instructions about how to decide certain cases, especially political ones,” which came both from political actors and from within the judicial and prosecutorial hierarchy. This includes the Supreme Tribunal Justices, who “routinely receive orders with respect to how to decide judgments.” This clearly raises issues not only with every benchmark of judicial independence discussed in Section II of this Article but also with Venezuela’s own Constitution.

The Mission’s 200-page report goes on to discuss a plethora of additional constitutional and international law violations in many other spheres, with detailed illustrations of specific instances of violations of judicial process and independence. It concludes with recommendations to several different bodies and groups within Venezuela, including the Supreme Tribunal of Justice and the Venezuelan Executive Branch. While important, these recommendations likely fall on deaf ears, as the Venezuelan government has not complied with or even acknowledged the Mission since its founding.

This is clear in the Mission’s recommendations to the Executive Branch of Venezuela, which state that Venezuela should “implement the recommendations published by the Mission in its 2020 Report,” and “[c]ooperate with the Mission, engage in dialogue and grant its Members and personnel access to Venezuela to conduct investigations in situ.” While identifying steps forward is a crucial part of the process to improve the current situation, is offering recommendations to a clearly uninterested Venezuelan government a waste of the Mission’s time and resources? Because of this concern, some UN officials, including the Under-Secretary-General for Political and Peacebuilding Affairs, have said that “only Venezuelans can resolve” the “deepening protracted crisis” occurring in Venezuela.

While the Mission’s 2020 Report itself does not offer concrete recommendations to international organizations, a report on the Venezuelan judiciary prepared by an international non-governmental organization, the CIVICUS, states that Venezuela failed to implement over 80% of UN recommendations on civic rights.
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International Commission of Jurists, fills that gap. Their report suggests that international organizations and actors should “publicly call on the responsible Venezuelan authorities to comply with their commitments to upholding international human rights and rule of law,” “maintain a mechanism to address proper accountability for gross human rights violations,” “offer international cooperation and assistance on the administrations of justice,” and “implement projects and areas of cooperation that focus on strengthening the rule of law, judicial independence and accountability for serious human rights violations.”

An even more specific proposal comes from the Due Process of Law Foundation, which suggests the creation of “an international mechanism or commission against impunity in Venezuela,” under the responsibility of the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, with goals of coordinating international cooperation in areas of justice reforms, military justice, and transitional justice. This body furthermore “could lead or assist in the organization of an international oversight mechanism for various democratic re-institutionalization processes in Venezuela, such as the process of appointing new judges and prosecutors.” These recommendations provide innovative, concrete ways of moving forward that the UN has not yet attempted.

In Venezuela, therefore, UN action has been crucial to bringing continued attention to human rights violations occurring there but its enforcement powers leave something to be desired. Only the future will show what actions the UN will take in light of recent recommendations, but it will undoubtedly be limited by Article 2’s restriction on entry into the country without the permission of the State. Without the possibility of military force, the UN is stretched to its institutional limits in attempting to implement change in Venezuela. As it stands, the independence of Venezuela’s judiciary has been and continues to be fundamentally
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compromised due to the Venezuelan government’s refusal to comply with international judicial standards.

B. European Case Study: Poland’s Judiciary

In 2021, Poland ranked 42nd place out of 180 total ranked countries, with a score of fifty-six out of one hundred—as of 2022, it fell further in the ranks, to 45th place with a score of fifty-five.\(^{143}\) As a case study, Poland provides an interesting comparison of UN and EU enforcement capabilities, especially in light of threats to the independence of their judiciary which began to arise in 2015. While Poland’s response to pressure from either of these organizations has not been ideal, it shows a greater willingness to come into compliance with international standards than has Venezuela. Poland’s response further shows that while the EU has a more potent enforcement power than the UN, it is not an unassailable solution.

1. Polish Constitution

The Polish Constitution of April 2, 1997 provides “for dualism of the judiciary authority” comprised of courts and tribunals.\(^{144}\) The Polish Court system includes the Supreme Court, common courts, administrative courts, and military courts, while the Tribunal system includes the Constitutional Tribunal and the State Tribunal.\(^{145}\) In addition to this, the National Council of the Judiciary (NCJ) is a “constitutional collegiate body guarding the independence of courts and judges.”\(^{146}\) Some of the tasks that the NCJ is responsible for include: providing opinions on acts concerning the judiciary and judges, adopting resolutions concerning matters referred to the Constitutional Tribunal for an examination of their consistency with the Constitution, considering and evaluating candidates to serve offices of judges, and adopting a catalogue of professional ethical rules of judges.\(^{147}\)

The Polish Constitution, like Venezuela’s, is facially in compliance with the requirements of judicial independence as measured by the benchmarks discussed previously. It establishes that “[j]udges, within the exercise of their office, shall be independent and subject only to the


\(^{145}\) Id. The Constitutional Tribunal rules on constitutional challenges to statutes and is the only court in Poland with the authority to strike down unconstitutional statutes. The State Tribunal has exclusive jurisdiction over indictments for crimes committed by high state officials but convenes very rarely.
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Constitution and statutes.” However, the Venezuelan judiciary case study shows that the words of a constitution only mean so much.

2. Implementation of Constitutional provisions

The present threats to the Polish judiciary emerged in 2015. A candidate of the Law and Justice (Prawo i Sprawiedliwość, “PiS”) Party won the presidential election in May 2015 and won a majority in the Sejm, the lower house of Poland’s parliamentary body, in October 2015. On October 8, 2015, before the end of its term, the seventh-term Sejm elected five new judges to the Constitutional Court to replace those whose terms of office were due to expire in November and December of 2015. However, the new President of the Republic refused to swear them in, so violating the Polish Constitution. On November 25, 2015, upon starting the new term, the eighth-term Sejm, in “an unprecedented move,” revoked the election of the five judges by the previous Sejm. In December of 2015, the eighth-term Sejm elected five replacement judges who were immediately sworn in by the President of the Republic. These acts “marked the beginning of what is widely referred to by analysts as the rule of law crisis in the country.”

Two years later, the Sejm passed an act which lowered the retirement age for Supreme Court judges from seventy to sixty-five years, a move that forced one-third of the judges of that court to leave their posts earlier than expected, including the First President of the Supreme Court. The President of the Republic now has discretion to allow judges that were newly over the retirement age to remain in office. This Act also significantly changed the rules regarding the disciplinary liability of judges. According to the Venice Commission, there was “an intensification of the disciplinary

148 The Constitution of the Republic of Poland Apr. 2, 1997, art. 178. See also art. 179 and 180, which establish strict conditions on the appointment and removal of judges, art. 186, which establishes the role of the National Council of the Judiciary to safeguard the independence of courts and judges, and art. 195, which states that the judges of the Constitutional Tribunal shall be independent and subject only to the Constitution.
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procedures against ordinary judges” and “inquiries . . . were opened . . . in respect of more than forty judges who were vocal in criticizing the reform.”

In 2018, the Sejm adopted yet more legislation regarding the judiciary. The 2018 Act changed the method of election of judges to the NCJ by transferring election powers from the judiciary to the Sejm, which subsequently removed from office the NCJ judicial members who had been elected under the previous system. It also extended the power and discretion of the Minister of Justice, who is simultaneously the Prosecutor General, with regard to the internal organization of the courts and to the appointment and dismissal of the courts’ presidents and vice-presidents. This is yet another example of Polish legislation violating its own Constitution.

These Acts of 2017 and 2018 reveal that Poland’s judiciary suffers from many of the same issues as Venezuela’s. All of the indicia of independence, including appointment powers, decision-making, and the discipline and removal of judges, highlight just how seriously the PiS Party’s actions have compromised the independence of the judiciary since 2015. These actions violate not only the Polish Constitution but also EU law.

3. EU Response

In response to the Act of 2017, the European Commission brought several infringement actions in the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU). With regard to the retirement age requirements, the CJEU found that that this legislation did violate Poland’s obligations under EU law. In compliance with the CJEU’s December 2018 judgment, the Polish Sejm amended the act to limit the application of the new retirement age to judges who entered into service after January 2019 and “allowed the reinstatement to that court of judges who had entered into service before that date and who had been obliged to return under the contested legislation.” It is not clear, however, that any forcibly-retired judges were reinstated after this
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amendment passed. A second ruling with regard to the new disciplinary procedures from the 2017 Act found that Poland had again violated its obligations under EU law and that the Disciplinary Chamber in Poland did not fulfill the requirements of an independent and impartial tribunal. However, “despite this judgment, the Disciplinary Chamber continued its activities . . . [which] makes it impossible for any court . . . to question the legitimacy of any court established in accordance with the current legislation.” Furthermore, in continuing to operate even in blatant violation of EU law and UN resolutions, the Chamber has “lift[ed] immunity from prosecution in cases against judges.”

There are ninety-three other cases currently pending before the European Court of Human Rights regarding Poland’s judicial independence. In one of them, the 2021 case of Grzeda v. Poland, the UN Special Rapporteur on the Independence of Lawyers and Judges was given permission to intervene and submit an amicus brief regarding Poland’s judicial independence to the Court. This particular case concerned Jan Grzeda, who has been a Polish judge on the Supreme Administrative Court since 1986. He was also elected to the NCJ in 2016 but was removed in 2018 under the aforementioned legislation adopted in that year by the Sejm. The Special Rapporteur’s submission of an amicus brief in this case exemplifies that position’s importance not only to the UN but also to other international organizations in order to ensure the independence of judiciaries worldwide.

However, to this day, Poland has still not heeded the repeated warnings of the EU. In a subsequent case brought before the Court of Justice of the European Union, Commission v. Poland, the Court again found in July 2021 that Poland’s changes to their judiciary had violated EU law; in the absence of the suspension of the offending provisions of national legislation, the Court issued another decision in October 2021 ordering Poland to pay a daily
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penalty of one million Euros. As of April 2023, the EU has lowered the fines from one million Euros daily to $500,000 Euros in light of partial reforms undertaken by Poland to rectify the previous changes to their judicial system. Poland has paid an unspecified amount of the fines levied against them. However, it continues to defend its original reforms as unproblematic and even necessary for the improvement of the rule of law in Poland. Even worse, as of 2021, Poland’s highest court has ruled that “EU treaties are incompatible with the Polish Constitution.” It remains to be seen how far-reaching the consequences of these actions both by the EU and Poland will be, and whether they will ultimately result in Poland’s exit from the EU.

4. UN Response

In 2017, the UN Special Rapporteur conducted a state visit to Poland to investigate the attacks on judicial independence. In his subsequent report, he concluded that “the main effect – if not the main goal – of these measures [of reform of the judicial system] has been to hamper the constitutionally protected principle of judicial independence.” He provided ten recommendations for Poland to move toward compliance with international standards. While these recommendations were general and idealistic, they evoked a response—Poland responded to the Special Rapporteur with its comments just two months later. Poland’s response characterized its reform as “aim[ed] at streamlining the functioning of the justice system” and
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“respond[ing] to social expectations.”177 It described the changes made by the amendments enacted after its “dynamic dialogue” with the European Commission.178 It attempted to defend the lower retirement age by stating that “the right to retirement makes one of the guarantees of judicial independence, next to the guarantee of non-removability, thus statutory indication of the age of judges’ retirement—earlier than before—does not prejudice the independence of courts.”179 The Polish Government then points to the “White Paper on the reform of the Polish judiciary” as “comprehensively present[ing] the rationale for the whole reform of the judiciary system undertaken in Poland.”180 Although this response is merely justification of their decisions and leaves much to be desired, it does show that Poland still listens to the Special Rapporteur and the HRC. What’s more, Poland has demonstrated that it is still willing to engage in the international stage—which means that hope of finding a way forward might not be lost.

Ironically, despite its repeated violations of UN regulations and EU law, Poland was elected to the HRC in 2019 for the 2020-2022 term,181 another potential indication of how the independence of the judiciary is undervalued as a human right. That viewpoint is further emphasized by the fact that the UN has taken no other action to uphold the independence of Poland’s judiciary. Ultimately, the UN’s role in Poland has been limited almost exclusively to the activities of the Special Rapporteur on the Independence of Lawyers and Judges. As shown in case study of the Venezuelan judiciary’s failings, this is not the full extent of the UN’s power—it could be doing more to ensure judicial independence in Poland.

However, here, unlike in Venezuela, there is also the benefit of observing the actions of the EU and its bodies. The Court of Justice of the European Union and the European Court of Human Rights have been active in denouncing Poland for its illegal reforms, thanks to the diligent prosecution by the European Commission.182 The power and decisions of European Courts are everything the UN cannot be—legally binding, forceful, and punitive. Yet, Poland’s national reforms, which violate not only EU law but multiple international treaties, evade the consequences enforced by these Courts. Sanctions are the oft-cited, much wished-for enforcement
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solution by critics of the UN, but even sanctions of one million Euros per day have not been sufficient to incentivize Poland to repeal its legislation compromising judicial independence. The lack of consequences for Poland will be compounded by the fact that the world will overlook Poland’s violations of judicial independence given the more pressing situation in eastern Europe with the invasion of Ukraine and, subsequently, the world’s glorification of the Polish government for accepting Ukrainian refugees.

This situation shows that perhaps sanctions are not the solutions that people think they are. Instead, the international community needs to look to more innovative ways of incentivizing international compliance with the requirements of judicial independence established by international treaties.

CONCLUSION

In front of the Security Council in 2018, President Judge Theodor Meron of the International Residual Mechanism for Criminal Tribunals drove home the importance of an independent judiciary and said:

[A]t a time when the world is facing deeply troubling trends related to the undermining of independent judiciaries and the weakening of the rule of law, we at the United Nations simply cannot afford to be anything less than exemplary when it comes to our own handling of interference with judicial independence and actions undertaken in contravention of UN immunities.

The investigations of UN mechanisms and the analysis of case studies above show that the UN is a critical actor in creating international regulations and monitoring Member States’ compliance with them.

With regard to monitoring, the UN’s mechanisms are pivotal for setting the groundwork for future action. The Mission authorized by the HRC in Venezuela is an excellent example of the mobilization of these mechanisms,
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but it is inherently limited by Venezuela’s non-compliance and refusal to allow members of the Mission to carry out their duties within Venezuela. Universal Periodic Review, while not within the scope of this article, presents another important opportunity for monitoring the compliance of Member States. Other monitoring mechanisms, such as the role of the Special Rapporteur on the Independence of Lawyers and Judges, are also significant to maintaining a close watch on the judicial independence of Member States.

The Special Rapporteur’s general annual report, which highlights a key challenge to judicial independence that occurred every year, includes recommendations which are a good starting place to build from.¹⁸⁷ The Special Rapporteur also regularly conducts country visits to UN Member States to take a closer look at that country’s judiciary.¹⁸⁸ Other international organizations support the Special Rapporteur’s recommendations and add recommendations of their own.¹⁸⁹ Member States, such as Poland, regularly review and respond to the Special Rapporteur’s country visit reports, which is a positive sign of continuous engagement with the international community. While it might not be concrete action, this engagement shows that certain Member States do react to scrutiny and peer pressure. This demonstrates the critical role of the Special Rapporteur to focus solely on this issue and bring attention to it. In an ideal world, the international regulations promulgated by the UN paired with these monitoring mechanisms would be enough to pressure States into compliance; unfortunately, this world is not the ideal one and the international community must consider other possible solutions.

Many international groups often criticize the UN’s enforcement capabilities. However, the case study of Poland shows that even if the UN could bring sanctions against its Member States for non-compliance, there is no guarantee that the sanctions would be an effective punishment or incentive. The State in question could simply refuse to pay them, as Poland


has. Other punishments that could be more directly effective, such as trade sanctions, will always inherently remain outside of the purview of the UN.

As shown in the case study of Venezuela, the UN is already pushing its limits in attempting to enforce compliance with its international regulations. The UN cannot carry the entire international community on its back—it is a limited tool and a starting place for other international actions. The world is better off for its existence, but it cannot accomplish anything without the support of its Member States. If countries such as Venezuela and Poland will not heed the regulations of either the UN or the EU, perhaps they will heed public movements from their own people, trade sanctions from neighboring countries and important trade partners, or other forms of increasing international pressure on them to comply with international regulations.

This presents another way forward: a new focus on bottom-up action from the people, rather than top-down action from the UN. The Under-Secretary-General for Political and Peacebuilding Affairs stated in 2020 that “only Venezuelans can resolve” the “deepening protracted crisis” occurring in Venezuela—and this is true for the rest of the world: only the citizens of a country have direct control over resolving the current crises affecting them.\textsuperscript{190} In order to accomplish this, one possible action is to increase public awareness and knowledge of violations of judicial independence with the goal of mobilizing an international response. There are a few key steps that the UN and the international community can take in pursuit of this goal, including “implement[ing] . . . measures to secure a more [favorable] environment for the safety of journalists in our Member States,” and “assist[ing] Member States in strengthening . . . guarantees for the freedoms of assembly and association,” among similar actions.\textsuperscript{191} These measures are not directly related to judicial independence, but they are crucial for encouraging monitoring and reporting to increase public awareness of issues faced by judiciaries worldwide.

The UN has provided the framework, the forum, and the necessary information—now it is time for the members of the international community and their citizens to take on individual responsibility for each other’s actions and transform each Member State into a role model for other States.


\textsuperscript{191} Committee of Ministers Elsinore, \textit{supra} note 188, at 7.